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Chairman Sodd: Of the speakers that we would like to hear from this

afternoon, the first is Dr. Richard Lambrecht, who works with Dr. Wolf

at Brookhaven National Laboratory and will speak about the quality

control and production of 1-123.

Dr. Lambrecht: Thank you, Vince.

So far this afternoon wa've heard a great deal about 1-123, various

production methods and the type of problems encountered if 1-123 is

going to be useful. This is always related to its radionuclidic purity,

which goes back to the method chosen for the production of that isotope,

and of course its availability. The proposed prices per milliCurie of

1-123 are really very interesting, particularly those of the people who

are just getting into iodine-123 production.

(A slide presentation was given.)

I will just briefly summarize the many different ways that can be

used to produce 1-123. I won't go through the details of Slide 1. The

incident particle energies, and the various nuclear reactions tested

for iodine-123 production are given. Today I will only mention the

popular method, which would be the reaction of choice for those having

the appropriate proton or deuteron energy, is the (p,5n) or (d,6n)

reaction malting the Xe-123 via the 1-123 generator.

Alternate methods of producing Xe-123, of course, are the alpha

or He-3 reaction on tellurium isotopes, which can be purchased in a

highly enriched isotopic forms. The Te-122(a,3n)Xonon-123—Iodine-123

generator was developed into routine use at BNL and has been used for

most of our research. Last fall when I was a guest at the German Cancer



Research Institute in Heidelberg, we looked at the (ct,8n) reaction on

Iodine-127 to produce 1-123 via the Cs-123>Xe-123->I-123 chain.

We have heard relatively little discussion of high energy alpha

reactions for producing 1-123, and certainly that method could be pursued,

also.

For today, we have heard that the promising direct reactions are

the (d,n) reaction from Te-122, and the (p,2n) reaction on Te-124.

The resultant radionuclidic purity, which one obtains by using a

direct reaction, then will necessarily depend on the proper choice of

the appropriate target thickness and incident particle energy, and also

upon the isotopic enrichment of the tellurium target that one uses.

In 1970, we made a request to Dr. Davis at Oak Ridge for a special

isotopic enrichment of Te-122 and Te-124 at an enrichment on the order

of 99.9 percent. This request was partially based on the fact that

Dr. Huff and Dr. Beaver had pointed out that the (p,2n) reaction on

Te-124 had a very high yield. Our results reported at the IAEA Symposium

in Copenhagen in 1973, indicated that the percentage of the impurity of

1-124 which arose was rather sensitive to the incident particle energy

for this reaction.

(Slide 2)

The next slide briefly shows the effect of isotopic enrichment

of Te-124 with the (p,2n) reaction on the resultant impurity level

of 1-124 in the 1-123. We have determined

the detailed excitation function for these reactions, i .e . the (p,2n)

and (p,n) reactions, leading to 1-123 and 1-124. We used two different



isotopic enrichments of Te~124, that i s , 91.86 percent and 99.87 percent

isotopic enrichment Te-124.

We will publish the data on this slide as well as the excitation

functions, separately. The percent iodine-124 divided by the percent

1-123 has been plotted versus the proton energy.

With the Te-124 in 91.86 percent isotopic enrichment you see that

th« level of 1-124 impurity is roughly at about one percent in the

optiiaum section of the excitation function curve.

However, using very highly enriched Te-124, the level of impurity

in the iodine-123—-the level of 1-124 impurity—can be reduced to about

0.6 percent at EOB over rather large section of the excitation function.

In fact, i t ' s possible to produce about 160 mCx per hour with a

10 microamp beam using a target of this thickness. The final product

contains only about 0.6 percent of 1-124, if the proton energy is degraded

from about 26 to 23 MeV in the ultrahigh enrichment Te-124.

Similar arguments hold for the use of other direct reactions to

produce 1-124. For example, with the (d,n) reaction on Te-122. The

production method of choice goes back, of course, to the availability

and the cost of the enriched tellurium isotopes from Oak Ridge.

(Slide 3)

The next slide summarizes an evaluation that M. Guillaume, A. Wolf

and I completed using the He-3 and He-4 reactions for producing Xe-123

by bombardment of enriched Te targets at various optimum cyclotron

particle energies and target thickness.

Although the production rates of Xe-123 arc not in anyway comparable

to tho.se obtained by the spallation reactions, they can be. used to produce



quite a usable amount of 1-123 for internal research in various university

laboratories , on cyclotrons available across the country.

The reaction of choice, actually, turns out to be the He-3 reaction,

(3-He,4n) on Te-124 a t 55 to 35 MeV to produce 1-123 at a rate of about

800 microCurie per microampere hour.

The 1-123 would contain less than 0.2 percent of 1-124 after a 6.7 hr

decay period.

If V7e can go to the next s l ide I wi l l summarize the type of purity that one

obtains by using the various types of reactions that are a t ta inable .

In April through June of 1973 we obtained 1-123 from two commercial

sources and produced 1-123 by cyclotron reactions, corresponding to

those methods which would, or were in use for producing 1-123.

Using the Te-122 or the BLIP reaction, the (p,5n) reaction, which

i s also used at Davis, et cetera, we see that the levels of 1-125 impurity

are about or less than 0.2 percent. Two days la te r in the same

preparation, i t i s about 1.2 percent.

Other radioisotopic loofeopw impurit ies, which we've heard ad nauseum

today, are not detectable.

(Slide 4)

The s l ide l i s t s the 1-123, which was available from two

commercial companies during this period. We determined the level of

isotopic impurities on day one, the calibration time given by the supplier,

and two days l a te r for the same iscLopic analysis .

At that time, i t was quite clear there was a significant difference

in the type of 1-123 which was available to the consumer.

(Slide 5)



The next slide just briefly summarizes the radiation dosiraetry,

which is associated with using 1-123 at these various radionuclidic

purities. If the source of 1-123 is the xenon precursor, the radiation

dosicuitry figures out to about 1.14 rads to the thyroid for a 100 microCurie

thyroid capsule. For Company A's or Company's B's product, the absorbed

dose to the thyroid is 1.76 and "1.86 rads for the same dose.

(Slide 6)

The next slide summarizes what happens if the 1-123 is kept on

the shelf for two days. The level of 1-125 increases. The total

dosimetry increases by about a factor of two after a period of two days

for xenon-123 precursor iodine-123. Whereas, with the other direct

reactions (which were used at that time to produce the 1-123), the

radiation dosimetry increases rather drastically. Indeed the ideal

radioiodine is best produced via the xenon-123-iodine-123 generator.

(Slide 7)

The final slide briefly summarizes what we feel may be one of the

highlights of 1-123, namely i ts use in labeling organic compounds and radio-

pharmaceuticals.

Production of 1-123 by the xenon precursor provides four synthetic

intermediates, which are particularly attractive for labeling compounds

with high purity 1-123.

This is certainly giving the chemist a xnuch better choice for

labeling than he has available when labeling with 1-131, which is

conventionally only available in the form of sodium iodide.

I won't go into the details on the preparation of each of these

various Iodlne-123 reagents. Perhaps that's something that will be

discussed tomorrow.



The iodine atom .species is a reactive species that is simply

formed by the decay of xenon-123 on pyrex surfaces under carefully controlled

conditions. It's particularly attractive for exchange labeling.

Iodine monochloride has been prepared in carrier free form and

is particularly attractive for electrophilic iodination, in which iodine

monochloride is the agent of choice for synthesis. Again, carrier free

labeling has been demonstrated.

We have described a kit preparation for sodium iodide-123 that

is appropriate for conventional uses of 1-123, whether it be thyroid

studies or labeling methods.

Of course, the method which has not been exploited is Xe-123

excitation labeling with 1-123. That is, the labeling of organic compounds

which are difficult to label by conventional methods by virtue of the

reactive iodine-123 atoms and ions resulting from the Xe-123 to 1-123

nuclear transformation. Molecules of complex structure and high molecular

weight, or molecules that are very sensitive to iodination conditions,

can be readily labeled.

It provides a method for carrier free labeling for screening of

classes of compounds, and leads to methods and some indication of whether

or not a more complicated conventional synthetic method should be worked

out for a particular compound. However, in some cases the radiochemical

yields are low.

We had an example of the application of the excitation labeling

method this morning when Dr. Atkins spoke on our work with Indocynni.ue

Green as a hepato-biliary agent. Excitation labeling does require a

sufficient and adequate source of Xe-123. In the interdisciplinary
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program at Brookhavcn we have obtained some Xe-123 from the BLIP

operation as well as producing Xe-123—1-123 on the cyclotron for the

development of new labeling methods.

Thank you very much.

Chairman Sodd: The next speaker is Dr. Vail, from the University of

Maryland, who would like to add to the remarks made by his colleague

Mike Loberg in this morning's session.

Br. Wall: T. did notice Dr. Awschalon was offerirg 1-123 at 80 cents

per mCi.

X v/ould just like to say a few words about isotope production at

the Maryland cyclotron and point out that we have the best price yet,

nacely it doesn't cost you a cent providing you don't get into production

procedures, but research procedures.

I think there are ciher labs here that will make the same claim.

There isn't much known about the Maryland machine. It's a fairly

new machine. Let me just point out some of its characteristics. First

and foremost, it is AC-ERDA supported. It's 100 MeV proton machine;

80 MeV Dudoron.

If any of you are interested, please see me or contact me at

the University of Maryland at some other tine.

Chairman Sodd: Arc there any more speakers that would like to talk about

the production of 1-123?

In that casu, I would open this session fcr discussion.



Dr. Cashuy: You indicated earlier that approximately ten percent resulted

in an equivalent exposure from 1-125 as it's subtracted from 1-123.

The data of that given seemed to indicate that it was closer

to one percent. Could you explain this?

Dr. Sodd: You have talked Co me about this discrepancy, but in hearing

Dr. Lanbrecht's discussion where he said that after two days the

radiation exposure from the 1-125 doubled the radiation exposure from

the high purity 123 Itself, I think sort of corroborates that value.

Dr. Wellman: You have to use more microCuries of 1-125 relative to the

number of inicroCuries of 1-123, don't you?

Dr. Lambrecht: It's still 100 microCuries per capsule for the patient,

and it's the equivalent of four half-lives» or it would be four capsules

at day one that you held for two days to use.

Dr. Wellman: The longer you '.-.-ait, the ncre 1-125 you have to give

relative to 1-123.

Dr. Lanbrecht: Right.

Dr. Atkins: It's about three percent.

Chairman Sodd: Any other discussion?

Dr. Jungerroan: Germane to that same topic, I wondered if the people that

were doing this spoliation reaction, like Dr. O'Brien, have been

concerned with the Xc-125, which is also produced and if they have

looked at any other possible isotopes of cesium or whatever to try

to minimize that?
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Dr. O'Brien: I guess I would answer that by saying that our primary

consideration at the very beginning is finding materials that will
an

stand up at roughly 800 kw beara; therefore, we chose the Lanthum target

to go with.

Yes, we're aware of the cross-sections that I pointed out of

making the Xe-125 simultaneously, and as you see much more abundantly

than we do the Xe-123.

We do feel that when we have an operating facility and can begin

to study the parameters involved, would be that limiting the irradiation,

limiting the cooling time, cutting down the processing time, and

actually measuring the 1-125 contamination level in the 1-123.

He'll begin to probe some of these questions.

We don't feel, at the present time, that we could go with any

other target, but we have considered this possibility. We're just

at the beginning of looking at this particular problem.

We also had considered the production of the 1-121, or Xe-121, as

you mentioned earlier, and that is something which we have told anyone

who has considered the material that would come from us, is that the

1-121 would have to decay during the shipment, transport time to them

and they would have to prepare to make a tellurium-iodine separation

at the time they received i t , or once i t ' s decayed out.

Chairman Sodd: Any other discussion?

Dr. Lambreclit: I'd like to address a question to those users who propose

to use a liquid cesium target, namely what type of beam current would

you put on a target and how would you propose to cool the target so as

to prevent any particular problem should there be a target failure.
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Chairman Sodd: Dr. Blue, do you want to answer that?

Dr. Blue: As Dr. Morrison indicated, the cesium target is a molten target

and the beam evaporates the target, that is vaporizes it.

The vapor then travels to a region away from the beam and is

condensed, so the heat of condensation then is carrying the beam

heating away from the target.

The cooler cesium then runs back into the target. The cesium

vapor rising from the molten target actually transports—goes to

transport the xenon. It's carried in that stream upwards. It's

projected upwards, in this case, and in the case of the TRIUMF target.

It's a vertical mounted target,

Sor the rising cesium vapor transports the Xe-123, and other xenons,

up the tube and then there's a helium in there, too, and of course,

there's a helium flow that carries the xenon out of the target area to

cold traps.

Dr. Lambrecht: What happens in the case of a target failure? Is this

target jeraersed in water, or shielded in a particular room? Waat type

of beam current should it be limited to?

Dr. Blue: The question Dr. Lambrecht asked is how is tha target protected

against failure. I guess that's a restatement of it.

This cesium molten target is doubly contained. It has a containment

vessel around the inner containment vessel and should there be a rupture

of the inner containment vessel, then the radioactivitins would Till that

secondary containment vessel and they would, in fact,, be pumped off to a

region where there's a radiation detector that will bo outside the target area.
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So, the radiation detector v/ou]d detect that inner target failure,,

There are other sensors that would detect the failure, too, but

that's one.

Actually, this target is mounted, as you saw, In the cyclotron's

beam duct system and if we had our druthers, i t would not be that way,

but this is a physics facility and we're designing a target that is safe

and will fit in that facility.

They won't redesign the facility for us at this point. I t would

be better to run the target in the air so that a failure has no connection

to the machine's vacuum.

There's a fast acting beam valve in the beam line that would close

in the event-~I hope I never have to talk about this—a catastrophic

explosion or something that would introduce cesium into the beam line.
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types of studies where we can put that kind of a group and get information

on that particular molecule, the compounds can be made easily.

The question, from the point of view, is what are some of the

formations we need to gain because iodinated compounds, especially 1-123

because of its unique half-life characteristics, is an interesting

compound. It can be manipulated but what do we want it for? Thank you.

Dr. Griffin : While we are talking about different isotopes, how about

Broraine-77, which would be a less label compound than the correspondent,

the iodine label compounds?

Chairman Gottschalk: How about Bromine-77, folks?

Dr. Lambrecht: The radiation dosimetry from Bromine-77 is much higher in

most applications than that of 1-123. There has been some recent interest

in its use as a label for organic compounds. One of the highlights,

perhaps, of Bromine—77 would be the development of a selenium~77m

generator, particularly for use in pediatrics. The characteristics

of selenium-77m, are an ultrashort half-life (18.1 sec), and a 50%

abundance of 162 KeV photons. Dr, Treves is quite interested in

this aspect of Bromine-77.

There are other Bromine isotopes which might be more desirable

for other radiopharmaceutical applications, but none with all the ideal

characteristics of iodine-123.

Chairman Gottschalk: Any other comments?
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